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THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL HYDRODYNAMIC HOT-SPOT

by

Charles L. Mader

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 (USA)

A9STRACT

The basic processes in the shock initiation of
heterogeneous explosives have been investigated theo-
reticall.v using a model cf a cube of nitromethane con-
taining 91 cubic air holes. The interaction of a shock
wave with a single air hole and a matrix of air holes in
PETN, HMX, and TATR has been numerically modeled, The
interaction of a shock wave with the density discontinui-
ties, the resulting hot-spot formation and interaction,
and the buildup to propagating detonation were computed
using three-dimensional numerical Eulerian hydrodynamics
with Arrhenius chemi:al reaction and accurate equations
of state according to the hydrodynamic hot-spot model.
The basic processes in the desensitization of a hetero-
geneous explosive by preshocking with a shock pressure
too low to cause propagating detonation kas numerically
modeled. The basic differences between slock sensitive
explosives such as PETN or HMX and shock insensitive
explosives such as TATB or NQ may be described using the
hydrodynamic hot-spot mcdel.

1. INTRODUCTION

The hydrodynamic stability of one-dimrnsio]lai dr-tonutions in fill

l~eal gas of’ constant heat capacity undergoing ali cxothrrmic, irrc-

Versible, unimolecular reaction with ali Arrhclliug-luw tt’mpr?rutur(”
.



state solution to be unstable to infinitesimal lc:.gitudinal perturba-

tions, flows started in a configuration approximating the steady-state

solution exhibited nondecaying oscillations; in those cases for which

Erpenbeck’s analysis showed the steady-state solution to be stable,
2

perturbatio}ls were found to decay.

In Ref. 3 we described the results of our studies of the time-

dependent behavior of the flow (the stability) of the ideal gas,

nitromethane, and liquid TNT reaction zones to finiLe longitudinal and

transverse perturbations using finite difference methods to solve the

reactive Naviel-S:~kez equations of fluid dynam~cs, We also described

the time-dependent behavior of the flow of stable overc!riven nitrome-

thane detonations formed by pistons of various configuration.

The constant velocity piston calculations with a resolved reac-

tion zone show details of the process of shock initiation of nitrome-

thane. The basic features are identical to those of the flow computed
4

with an unresolved reaction zone. The shocked nitromethane first.

completely decomposes at the piston and achieves a detonation wiLh a

peak pressure that builds up toward the C-J pressure of Lhe high

density shocked nitromethane. The detonation overtakes the shock wave

and the pressure aL Lhe end of the ~eaction zone decays toward the

piston pressure,

If ori~ introduces gas bubbles or grit into a homogeneous explo-

sive such as a liquid or a single crystal, thereby producing a hetero-

geneous explosive, the minimum shock pressure necessary to iniLiate

propagating detonation CaII he decr~~ased by oIle order of magnitude.

Heterogeneous explosives, such as PBX-9404 or PBX-9502, show a

different behavior than homogeneous explosj.ves when propagating along

confining surfaces. A h~terogeneous explosive can turn sharl) corners

and propauate outward, and d?pending upon its sensiLivit:~, it may show

either very little or much curvature when propagating alon~ a rn(ltal

surface. The mechanism of initiation for heterogeneous explosives is

differrnL than the simple Ar:henius ki[leLic model iound adequate for

homogeneous explosives. Heterogcneouti explosives are initiated Rud

may propagate by the process of Hhock internrtion wii!l density discol)-

tinui~ie~ such ns voids, Thc!lt+ inl,.ertirLiollsresult in hoL rrgic,as

thaL d~composc! ant! produre illrr(:aYjrlgpressures ttl:!tCallsr mnrr! dud

2



hotter decomposing regions. The shock wave increases in strength,

releasing ❑ore and more energy, unless it becomes strong enough that

all o; the explosive reacts a~d detonation begins.

This process is described by the “hydrodynamic hot-spot model,

which models the hot-spot formation from the shock interactions that

occur at density discontinuities and describes the decomposition using

the Arrhenius rate law and the temperature from the HOM equation of
5

st?te.

The numerical modeling of the interaction of a shock wave with a

single density discontinuity was reported in Ref. 5 where an 8.5-Gpa

shock interacting with a single spherical hole in nitromethane was

studied. The study was extended to four rectangular holes5 where it

was determined that a 0.0032-mm-racius cylindrical void would initiate

propagating detonation and a O.OOl-mm-radius void would form a hot

spot which failed to propagate because of rarefactions cooling the

reactive wave.

We have studied the buildup of an 8.5-GPa shock wave in nitrome-

thane as it interacts with 91 cubes, 0.002 mm or 0.0004 mm on a side.

Thf’ cubes simulate a random spacing.

It has been observed that preshocking a heterogeneous explosive

with a shock pressure too low to cause propagating detonation in the

time of interest can cause a propagating detonation in unshocked

explosive to fail to c?ntinue propagating when the detonation fronL

arrives at the previously shocked explosive. For explosives th~t have

been previously shocked,
6

it has been experimentally observed that tl~e

distance of run to detonation for several multiple-shocked explosives

is determined primarily by the distance after the second shock has

overtaken the lower pressure shock wave (thr prcshock). In this st,](ly

we examine the basic process in the desensitization of heterogeneous

explosives by preshocking.

When a shock wave intera~Ls with u hole, a hot spot wi~l) tempera-

tures several hundred degrees hottrr than the surrounding c~plosive is

formed in the region above the hole when it is collapsed hy Lhe shock

wave. The hot region de(’omposes and conLribuLes cnprgy to Lh(} stlock

wtive,wl)ich has bern de~r~drd hy Lhr I101c interaction).



Whether this energy is sufficient to compensate for the 10SS from

the hole interaction depends upon the magnitude of the initial shock

wave, the hole size, gnd the interaction with the flow from nearest

neighbor hot spots. The objective of the study was to investigate the

nature of this complicated interaction and to determine if the hydro-

dynamic hot-spot model was adequate to describe the experimentally

observed sensitivity to shock initiation of the heterogeneous explo-

sives PETN, HNX, TATB, and Nitroguanidine with PETN being the most

sensitive and Nitroguadine the least

11. NUMERICAL MODELING

The tk,ree-dimensional Eulerian

sensitive.

reactive hydrodynamic code 3Dliis

described in Ref. 7. It uses techniques identical to those described

in detail in Ref. 5 and used successfully for describing two-

dimensional Eulerian flow with mixed cells and multicomponent equa-

tions of state, and for modeling reactive flow.

The three-dimensional code has been used to study the interaction

of two, three, and five colliding, diverging spherical detonation

waves in PBX-9404,

the high-pressure

tions depend upon

The initiation of

PBX-9502 by triple

tors has also been

tungsten particles

As described in Ref. 8, the size and magnitude of

double, tripla, quadruple, and quintuple interac-

the number and relative location of the initiators.

propagating det6r.:]Lionin the insensitive explosive

shock wave interaction resulting from three initia-

studied. The reaclive hydrodynamics of a matrix of

in HMX was described in Fef. 9.

The Arrhenius reactive rate law was used with the constants

determined experimentally by Raymond N. Rogers and described in Refs.

5, 6, and 10.

‘I’heHOM equation of state constants used for nitromethane and

PETN are described in Ref. 5. The BKW detonation product and the

solid equation of state constants used in the HOM equation of state

for HMX, TATB, and Nltroguanidine (NQ) are biven in Ref. 10,

A constant velocity piston was applied to the bot~om of Lhc

cxpiosivc cube, shocking the explosive initially to the d,~sired pres-

sure.

4



III. NITROMETHANE NIJPIERiCAL RESULTS

To determine the effect of numerical resolution on critical

details of the hot-spot temperature gradients, calculations were

performed with various resolution for the interaction of an 8.5-GPa

shock in nitromethane with a single 0.002-MM cubical hole. The re-

sults were compared with the two-dimensional calculations for a

0.002-amr cylindrical hole described in Ref. 5. Similar results were

obtained for the cubical hole resolved with 5, 4, and 3 cells along a

side or 125, 64, and 27 cells per hole. However, two cells along a

side or eight cells per hole resulted in the temperature gradient of

the hot spot being too smeared. Because the calculations were long

and expensive , we wished to use the lowest resolution possible to

study the basic processes i.r,volved. It was deternlined6 that in-

creasing the frequency factor would compensate for the effects of low

resolution of the hot spot, so most of the calculations were performed

with low resolution and the compensating frequency factor. During the

total time of interest in the calculation, the bulk of the nitro-

methane is essentially undecomposed and the pressure remains constant

behind the shock wave in the unperturbed regio~s of the flow.

The interaction of an 8.5-GPa shock ;n a ().028-mm cube of nitro-

methane wi:h ninety-one 0.002-mm cubical holes (Fig. 1) and chemical

reaction is shown in Fig. 2. The shock interacLs with the first layer

of holes causing hot spots upon clnsure of the holes, which decompose

but do not result in propagating detonation in tile remainder of the

nitromethane. The decompositio[l enhances the shock wave so that, upon

interaction with upper voids, hotter and larger hot spots are formed

and result in shocks sufficiently strong to btiild toward propagating

detonation. Similar results were obtained from a high resolution

calculation of this problem.

The interaction of an 8.5-GPa shuck in a 0,0056-mm cube of nitro-

rsethane with ninety-one 0,0004-mm cubical holes and chemical reaction

is shown in Fig. 3. The problem is identical to that of Fig. 2,

except scaled by 0.2.

The hot spots form, but dre so small that they are quickly cooled

by the side and rear rarefactions before tht~ycan dccomposc enouuh to

5



significantly enhance

slowly and keep the

the shock wave. The

pressure behind the

hot spots continue to react

shock front from decaying.

This slow decomposition was observed5 in the shock initiation of

heterogeneous explosives when an explosive continued to decompose

behind the shock front and even after the shock wave passed through a

slab of explosive toc thin to build to propagating detonation.

The interaction of a 5.5-GPa, 1.72-g/cm3, shock generated by a

constant velocity piston moving at. 1.29 mm/ps in a 0.028-MM cube of

nitromethane with ninety-one 0.002-MITI cubical holes and chemical

reaction is shown in Fig. 4. The resulting hot spots are too cool

(less than 900 K) to cause appreciable decomposition before the side

and rear rarefactians t“urther reduce the temperature of the hot spot.

The interaction of a 5.5-GPa shock for 0.00]6 ps followed by an

8.5-GPa shock in a 0.028-mm cube of nitrornethane with ninety-one

0.002-mm cubical holes is shown in Fig. 5. The 5.5-GPa shock wave

closes the holes and makes low-temperature hot spots, which result in

very little decomposition of the explosive. The following 8.5-GPa

shock wave does not have holes with which to interact. The precom-

pressed nitromethane resembles a homogeneous explosive with the second

shock causing only some additional bulk shock heating. The multiple

shocking also results in a lower nitromethane shock temperature than

if it had bee~ singly shocked to 8.5 GPa.

When the 8.5-GPa shock wave catches up with the 5.5-GPa shock

wave, it then interacts with the remaining holes, forming hot spots

which decompose and sllpport the shock wave growth building toward a

propagating detonation. This models the experimentally observed

behavior of the distance of run to detonation for multiple shocked

explosives being determined primarily by the distance after the second

shock has overtaken the preshock.

I’J. IllIX,PETN, TATB, AND NQ NUMERICAL RESULTS

To initiate PBX-?404 (HMX-based explosive) or PBX-9502 (’I’ATB-

based explosive) at maximum pressed density within 4 mm of shock run

reqllires a shock wave in PBX-9404 of 5 GI’a and in PBX-9502 of 16 GPa
11

as determined from the experlmenLa] Pop plots.

6



To initiate PETN at 1.75 g/cm3 (crystal density is 1.778) within

4 mm of shock run requires a pressure of only 2 GPa, while to initiate

Nitroguanidine at 1.723 g/cm3 (crystal density is 1.774) within 4 mm
11of shock run requires a pressure of 25 GPa.

The hole size present in such pressed explosives varies from

holes of 20 to 600 A in the TAT13 crystals to holes as large as 0.5 mm

in the explosive-binder matrix. Most of the holes vary in size from

0.05 to 0.005 mm in diameter, so we examined holes in that range of

diameters.

As shown in Ref. 5, the hot formed when a shock wave interacts

with a spherical hole scales with the radius of the hole as long as no

chemical reaction occurs. Using hot-spot temperatures in the calcula-

ted range of 700 to 1300 K and calculating the adiabatic explosion

shown in Table I. The ordering is identical to that observed experi-

mentall---

The interaction of shock waves of various pressures with single

cubical air holes of various sizes in PETN9 HMX, TATB, and NQ was

investigated . The calculations model the hot-spot explosion and

failure to propagate because of rarefactions cooling the reactive

wave . If the reaction becomes

cooling by rarefactions, the

quickly.

too fast to numerically resolve the

flow builds toward a detonation too

TABLE I. Adiabatic Explosion Times

.—
—,

Hot-Spot Temperature

Explosive 700 K 1000 K _1300 K

Nitroguanidine 5504 ps 124 )lS 18.47 lJS

TATB 1290 PS 6 X 10-3 ~S 1 x 10-5 ps

HMx 5.26 ~S
-4

1 x 10 ps 5 x 10-7 ps

pSTN 0.08 ~S 7 x 10-6 ps 5 x 10-8 ps

————. ..— ———
.—. —. — —— .—

A summary of the results of the study is shown in Table TI. The

ordering of shock sensitivity of the explosives is again observed

experi-nentally
11

correlating well with the observed Pop plot data.
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TABLE II. Single Cubical Air-Hole Study

TATB

Air Cube Size
Explosive (m)

—

5 x 10-3

5 x 10-3

-3
5X1O

5 x 10-2

5 x 10-2

5 x 10-2

5 x 10-3

5 x 10-3

5 x 10-3

5XI0
-2

PETN 5 x 10-3

5 x 10-3

Nit~oguanidine 5 x 10-2

5.0

Pressure
(GPa )

2.5

5.0

7.5

2.5

5.0

7.5

5.0

12.5

15.0

7.5

2.5

7.5

25.0

25.0

Result

Fails to build toward a detonation

Fails to build toward a detonation

Builds toward a detonation

Fails to build toward a detonation

Marginal

Builds toward a detonation

Fails

Fails

Builds toward a detonation

Fails

Builds toward a detonation

Builds toward a deto~ation

Fails

Builds toward a detonation
—.
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TO evaluate the sensitivity to shock more realistically, we stud-

ied the interaction of a 5-GPa shock wave in HMX with a matrix of
-3

spherical holes of 4 x 10 -mm diameter. The void fraction is 10%.

While a single hole fails to build toward a detonation as shown in

F~g. 6, the matrix of holes builds toward a detonat~on as shown in

Fig. 7. The experimental run to detonation for a 5-GPa shock wave in

1.71 g/cm3 HMX is 0.17 cm. While a propagating detonation would not

be expected to occur experimentally in this geometry (the computed

detonation is the result of insufficient numerical resolution to

resolve the reaction at high pressures and temperature), the enhance-

ment of the shock wave would occur.

The interaction of a 12.5-GPa shock wave in TATB with a single
-~

spherical hole of 4 x 10 -mm diameter is shown in Fig. 8. It fails

to build toward a detonation. The interaction of a 12.5-GPa shock

wave in TATB with a matrix of spherical holes of 4 x 10
-3

-mm diameter

with a void fraction of 10% is shown in Fig. 9. The flow builds

toward a detonation. The experimental run to detonation for a

12.5-GPa shock wave in 1.7i g/cm3 TATB is 0.30 cm. The computed

detonation occurs too quickly because of insufficie,~t numerical re-

solution when the shock wave is enhanced tc high enough pressures and

temperatures by the interacting hot spots.

The interaction of a 2.O-GPa shock wave in PETN with a single
-3

spherical hole of 4 x 10 -mm diameter is shown in Fig. 10. Build IJp

toward a detonation did not occur. The interaction of a 2.O-GPa shock
-~

wave in PETN with a matrix of spherical holes of 4 x 10 -mm diameter

with a void fraction of 10% is shown in Fig. 11. The flow builds

towards a detonation after the hot spots interact. The computsd

detonation in this geometry is a result of insufficient numerics]

resolution at high decomposition rates. The experimental run to

detonation for a 2.O-GPa shock wave in 1.60 g/cm3 PETN is 0.20 cm.

The experimental run to detonation values are about the same for

a 12.5-GPa shock wave interacting with TATB with 10% voids, for a

5.O-GPa shock wave interacting with HMX with 10% voids, and for a

2.0 GPa shcck wave interacting with PETN with 10% voids.

The computational grid cunLained 24 x 22 by 36 cells, each

1 x 10-3 mm on a side. The 36 air holes were described by 4 cells per

9



sphere diameter. Numerical tests with 2 to 6 cells per sphere dia-

meter showed the results were independent of grid size for more than 3

cells per sphere diameter. The air holes were located on a hexagonal

close-packed lattice (HCP). The closest distance for the HCP ~trix

betk,een holes was 3.8 x 10-3 mm.
-5

The time step was 1.0 x ‘.0 ps.

111. CONCLUSIONS

The hydrodynamic ilot-spot model describes the basic difference

between shock sensitive and shock insensitive explosives. The inter-

action of a shock wave with air holes in PETN, HMX, TATEl, and NQ, the

resulting hot-spot formation, interaction, and the build up toward

detonation or failure have been modeled. Increased hole size results

in larger hot spots that decompose more of the explosive and add their

energy to the shock wa\le and result in increased sensitivity of the

explosive to shock. Increased number of holes also causes more hot

spots that decompose more explosive and increase the sensitivity of

the explosive to shock. The interaction between hole size and number

of holes is complicated and requires numerical modeling for adequate

evaluation of specific cases. The hole size can become sufficiently

small (the critical hole size) that the hot spot is cooled by side

rarefactions before appreciable decomposition can occur. Since in-

creasing tne number of holes while holding the percentage of voids

present constant results in smaller holes, we have competing processes

that may r~sult in either a more or less shock sensitive explosive.

If the hole size is below the critical hole size, then the explrsive

will become less ser,sitive with increasir~ number of holes of decreas-

ing diameter.

To evaluate Lhe potential shock sensitivity of an explosive for

engineering purpos?s, one needs to deterrniue experimentally the

Arrhenlus constants. One then calculates the adiabatic explosion

times for several assumed hot-spot temperatures to determinr tllc

relative sensitivity of Lhe explosive compared with explosives of

known sensitivity. A more detailed evaluation can be obtained from

calculations using the hydrodynamic hoL-spot model.

The process of shock initiation of

also been invesLigatcd numerically by

he’.erogeneous

studying the

explosi~res has

interaction of

10



shock waves with a cube of nitromethane with 91 holes. An 8.5-GE’s

shock interacting with 0.002-mm holes d d build toward a propagating

detonation. The enhancement of the shock wave by the chemical reac-

tion resulting from the hot spots caused by the shock interaction with

the first layer of holes resulted in hotter and larger hot spot; on

each subsequent interaction until the shuck wave became strong encugh

to build toward a propagating detonation. Reducing the size of the

holes to 0.0004 mm resultea in a sl;fficient amount of the explosive

decomposing to compensate for the loss in energy to the flow -aused by

the interaction of the shock w.;ve with the holes. The shock wave

slowly grew stronger.

A 5.5-GPa shock wave resulted in insufficient heating of the

resulting hot spots to cause significant decomp~~ltion.

The basic process .~f desensitization by preshocki~lg i?. a result

of the holes being closed by the low-pressure initial shock wave

withoui resulting in appreciable explosive decomposition. The higher

pressure shock that a}rives later does not have holes witk: which to

interact and behaves like a shock wave in a homogeneous explosive

until it catches up with the lower pressure preshock wave.

The basic processes in the sl:ock initiation of heterogeneous

explosives have been numerically modeled in three dimensions using the

hydrodynamic hot-spot model. The interaction of a shock wave with

density discontinuities, L’he resulting hct-spot formation and inter-

action, and the buildup toward propagating detonation 01 failure k~ve

been modeled.

11
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with ninety-one 0.0004-mm cublctil holes. The interval between iso-
pycnics is 0.2 mg/mm3 and between burl) fraction i~ 0.2, shows th(’
effec~ of hole size,
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Fig. 4. The cross sections for the 12th cell in the x-directior, for the

interaction cf a 5.5-GPa shock in a 0.028-m cube of nitromethane
with ninety-one 0.0C2-nEn cubical holes. Tbe interval between iso-
pycnics is 0.2 mg/nmr3 and between burn fracticn is 0.2. Shows the
effect of initial pressure.
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Fig. 5. The cross sect ion~ for the 12th cell in the x-direction for the
interaction of a 5.5-GPa shock for 1,6 x 10-3 ps followed by all
8.5-GPa ohock in a L) .028-nun cube of nitromethane with nlnet.y-onc

O. 002-nun cubical holes. The interval between isopycnics is
0.2 mg/rnm3 ●nd between burn fraction is 0.2. Shows de5ensiLization
by preahocking.
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Fig. 6. A 4 x 10-3-mm diameter spherical air hole in HMX. The initial shock
pressure is 5.0 CPa. The density and burn fraction cross sections
through the center of the hole are shown at various times The flow
does not build toward detonation,
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Fig. 7. A matrix of 10% air holes in HIM, The spherical air holes have a
diameter of 4 x 10-3 mm. The initial shock pressure is 5.0 GI’a. The
density and mass fraction contours are shown for a cross section
through the center of the matrix. The flow builds toward a propaga
ting detonation.
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Fig. 8. A 4 x 10-3-rnm diameter spherical hole in TATB. The initial pressure
is 12.5 GPa. The density and burn fraction cross sections through
the center of the hole are shown at vario~s times. The flow does not
build toward a detonation.
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Fig, 9. A matrix of 10% air holes in TATR. The spherical air holes have a
diameter of 4 x 10-3 mm. The initial shock pressure ].s 12.5 GPa.
The densiLy and mass fraction contollrs are shown for a cross section
through the center of the matrix. The flow builds toward-, a detona-
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